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LAKERS RUSH FOR
314 YARDS IN 46-14
BLOWOUT WIN
OVER HILLSDALE
STUDENT-RUN PUBLICATIONS // PRINT • ONLINE • MOBILE // LANTHORN.COM
ALLENDALE & GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

SEE A9
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NEWS

HerStory to feature
police chief Freeman
Head of GVPD will give a talk on
her experience as a female police
officer as part of a series focusing
on successful women’s stories
SEE A3

A&E

Editors’ pick: ArtPrize
Seven favorites
As ArtPrize Seven draws to a close,
the Lanthorn editors weigh in on
their favorite pieces of the largest
art competition in the world
SEE A7

SPORTS

No. 7 GV soccer brings
win streak up to 10
Lakers beat Saginaw Valley State,
Northwood despite allowing first
goal in GLIAC play, as junior Marti
Corby brings goal total to 14
SEE A9

ONLINE

Visiting writers series
hosts Marcia Aldrich
Author, Michigan State University
professor gave lecture with tips for
students on writing about moments
in time and expanding on details
SEE LANTHORN.COM

KEEPING UP WITH

CAMPUS CRIME
Liquor law enforcement,
reported sexual assault
cases increased last year

REPORTED
SEXUAL ASSAULTS

LIQUOR LAW
RELATED ARRESTS

BY HANNAH LENTZ
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

hen Brandon DeHaan, captain of
the Grand Valley State University
Police department, looks through
his calendar for September, one re
sponsibility stands out: the Annual
Security and Fire Safety Report.
DeHaan also works as the Clery compliance
officer at GVSU.
The Annual Security and Fire Safety Report is
the result of over 50 people from different depart
ments at the university working together to create
a comprehensive look at crime.
In order to comply with the Jeanne Clery Dis
closure of Campus Security Policy and Crime Sta
tistics Act and the Higher Education Opportunity
Act, an overview of university campus security and
safety resources, protocols, policies and procedures
is required to be released to students, faculty and
community members, as well as administrators.
“This is the way that we share with the commu
nity what we do in instance of crime and where we
are seeing issues,” DeHaan said.
Looking at this years report, the numbers
that stand out the most are sexual assault num
bers and liquor law enforcement.
In 2013, there were four instances of report-

ed sexual offenses, while in 2014, there were 13
instances reported.
“We do not think that there is an increase of
sexual assaults going on at GVSUT DeHaan said.
“Rather, there is an increase in the amount of re
porting. The university is working hard to change
the paradigm around sexual assault and to in
crease education on how to report instances and
get the needed resources and I think we are seeing
the result of this through these numbers.”
This year, the Clery report included a change in

reporting requirements for sexual offenses includ
ing definitions for different kinds of assault includ
ing fondling, rape and incest. The report also looks
at dating violence, domestic violence and stalking.
“We want to make everything as clear as pos
sible for those looking for resources and help,” De
Haan said. “That is one of the goals of the report.”
In an effort to create an easier process for stu-

SEE CRIME I AS
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ALLENDALE ADDITIONS

Renaissance Faire celebrates
20th anniversary of festivities

Campus dining
additions see
early success
Panda Express, Starbucks,
Which Wich increase in
patronage and popularity
BY JESS HODGE
JHODGE@LANTHORN.COM

BACK IN TIME: John Brennan and Dan Peacock spar during the 2015 Renaissance Faire on the Allendale Campus. Hundreds of GVSU students and their families
attended the annual festival that took place Oct. 3-4 outside the Kirkhof Center as part of Family Weekend and the Shakespeare Festival, gvl I kevin sielaff
BY KATHERINE WEST
KWEST@LANTHORN.COM

words, knights and hundreds of
family and community members
were all present on Grand Valley
State University’s campus for the
20th annual Renaissance Faire.
The event, put on in association with the
GVSU Shakespeare Festival and the annual
Family Weekend, began occurring at GVSU in
1995. The annual festivities have been taking
place longer than the lives of most underclass
men students currently attending GVSU.
“The Renaissance Faire group at GVSU
puts on the fair every year,” said LeAnn
Tibbe, Office of Student Life associate direc
tor. “With this being their 20th anniversary,
the group is most definitely one of the lon
ger lasting groups at Grand Valley. The Olde

World Music Club also has participated in
some of the fairs in the past."
The Office of Student Life helps host Family
Weekend and other student-focused events.
“Many people who follow and travel along
with Renaissance fairs attend this event as
well,” Tibbe said.
Participants gathered on the west lawn of
the Kirkhof Center to sell goods, watch stage
performances and interact with those in atten
dance. Vendors included those selling clothing,
jewelry, candles, woodcarvings, weaved goods,
food and drinks and dulcimers, a musical in
strument with a sounding board or box associ
ated with the Renaissance time period.
“The different woven materials and jewelry
that were sold at the fair were very unique to
the event,” said Julia Clay, a freshman who at
tended the event with her family.
In addition to the wide array of vendors
present at the event, there were many family-

oriented activities available throughout the
duration of the fair. Some of the festivities in
cluded face painting, Renaissance-style danc
ing and arts and crafts.
There were minstrels, bagpipers and sword
fighting demonstrations took place throughout
the festival to add to the overall historic theme
of the fair. This year’s fair also included a fire
breather and a comedy act.
This year’s Greenshow, a performance by
popular Renaissance Dress performers, fea
tured “The Jack Juggler.” The organizers of
the Shakespeare Festival said the Greenshow
is a short, entertaining, interactive, English
Renaissance piece.
Other entertainment this weekend in
cluded: Robyn the Bard, Rufus the Dufus,
I’d Like to Buy an Eye, Court, Belly Dancing
Club, Nessa, Her Majesty’s Royal Guard and
Swords of Valor.

usiness, high-tech equipment,
new apps and, most impor
tantly, food were the main
topics on the plates of the stu
dent senators when they were
joined by campus dining representatives
during their meeting on Thursday.
Deb Rambadt, campus dining market
ing manager, and Chris Uhl, campus din
ing director of operations, spoke to the
Grand Valley State University student sen
ate about how business is going for the new
food options on campus, the new cooking
technologies they received and also ad
dressed issues about slow lines and the ser
vice of various dining locations.
Rambadt explained that as the largest
student employer on campus, campus din
ing has about 1,000 employees, with many
of them brand new to their job, adjusting to
the environment and still training.
“We really appreciate your patience with
us,” she said. “The first few weeks are a little
bit cumbersome trying to get everyone
trained and working at capacity.”
Uhl went into some statistics of each
new building and how many students they
had served in the first four weeks of school.
Every company had a decrease in sales in
the second week, which Uhl attributed to
Labor Day weekend, as the stores were
closed more days than normal.
Which Wich started off serving 1,583
students its first week of school and in
creased to 1,882 students served by the
fourth week. This averages about 300 trans
actions per day from Monday through
Thursday, which Uhl noted is "significant
for brands like Which Wich.”
The Starbucks in the laker Marketplace

SEE DINING | A2
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dent safety, the GVSU website now in
cludes a Victim’s Rights and Options
page. The page gives a description of
what an advocate is, what an advocate
does and how to reach a representa
tive advocate. One of the features of
this page that will have the most im
pact is the frequently asked questions
section, DeHaan said.
“This is an easily accessible way to
get information on options to handle a
situation through the police station or
through other sources such as the Wom
en’s Center,” DeHaan said.
Liquor law enforcement has also
seen a slight increase throughout the
year with 200 arrests being made com
pared to the 134 arrests the previous
year by law officials. This can most likely
be attributed to the Youth Alcohol En
forcement grant the GVSU police de
partment received this past year.
“We have increased patrol and there
fore, we see these results,” DeHaan said.
The Annual Security and Fire Safety
Report is available online at www.gvsu.
edu. For those interested in a printed
copy, contact the Department of Public
Safety Services at (616) 331-3255.
The Department of Public Safety
Services also maintains a daily crime
log for the Allendale Campus. To view
the log, visit the Department of Public

TRIO UPWARD BOUND ELECTS NEW PRESIDENT
After 37 years, the TRIO Upward Bound program has
replaced previous director Arnie Smithalexander with
Grand Valley State University graduate Josh Brandsen.
Prior to becoming director, Brandsen served as the
associate director. This marks his 12th year at the TRIO
Upward Bound office.
Previous director Smithalexander will continue to
work as a TRIO specialist for the College of Education
before ful'y retiring.
TRIO Upward Bound is an initiative purposed with
helping students within the Grand Rapids Public High
School's efficiently transition into college through yearround programming.
For more information, contact Michele Coffill in
University Communications at (616) 331-2221.

GREAT LAKES HISTORY CONFERENCE
The 41st annual Great Lakes History Conference at
Grand Valley State University will see more than 20
presentations concerning the revolutions that forever
changed culture in U.S. history.
In addition to presentations, the Great Lakers History
Conference will include round table discussions between
public historians, librarians, archivists and educators.
The conference is set to kick off at 7 p.m. on Oct.
9 with a keynote address from Fritz Fischer, professor
of history and history education at the University of
Northern Colorado.
All events are scheduled to take place from Oct. 9-10
in the Kirkhof Center Grand River Room.
The conference requires registration and will cost
$20 for students and community members and $40 for
faculty, teachers and MCHE members.
For more information, go to www.gvsu.edu/history.

SEVENTH ANNUAL HULT PRIZE CHALLENGE
The seventh annual Hult Prize Challenge is inviting
Grand Valley State University student entrepreneurs as
well as alumni to compete for a $1 million cash prize to
fund their own start-up company. Students in any major
discipline are encouraged to submit their ideas.
This year’s theme is "crowded urban spaces.”
Students will work together in teams of three to five
people and create their own start-up company in an at
tempt to solve this problem.
Both undergraduate and graduate students along
with alumni can attend an information session from 5
p.m. to 6 p.m. on Oct. 6 in the Mary Idema Pew Library
Multipurpose Room. Those wanting to attend should
RSVP online before the event begins.
The GVSU Hult Prize competition will be held from
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Dec. 10 in the Kirkhof Center Room
2215/2216. The winner will move on to one of five re
gional competitions, which take place around the world
in March 2016 11 ’1 '* ■*' M
••1 • i >• * / m iun 11 ho i -_ni
For more information, go to www.gvsu.edu/cei or
contact Michael Kurley at kurleymi(a>gvsu.edu.
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IDEA PITCH COMPETITION
Grand Valley State University students will pitch their
original product or business ideas to a panel of West
Michigan judges for a cash prize at the 11th Annual Idea
Pitch Competition.
Sponsored by the Collegiate Entrepreneurs’
Organization, the competition will allow students only
90 seconds to pitch their idea for evaluation by the
judges. Students are not allowed to use PowerPoint or
props.
The event is scheduled to take place from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m. on Oct. 6 in the Mary Idema Pew Library
Multipurpose Room, located on the GVSU Allendale
Campus.
For more information, contact Zoe Bruyn at bruynz@
mail.gvsu.edu or visit www.ceogvsu.com.
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Safety Services office in the facilities ser
vices building. A printed copy is available
upon request by contacting GVSU Public
Safety Services at (616) 331-3255.
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has also done well, which
Uhl said was to be expect
ed. The number of students
served went from 3,658 in
the first week to 4,190 dur
ing the fourth week.
“The Starbucks brand is
a strong brand,” Uhl said. “It
was one we were very excited
about bringing on to campus.
And we’ve seen the sales to
support that.”
the newly expanded Sub
way, located in the Kirkhof
Center Lobby Shop has done
the most transactions out
of any other food option on
the Allendale Campus. The
number of students served
increased from 9,825 during
the first week to 13,944 dur
ing the fourth week of school.
Uhl attributes this increase to
the Subway moving upstairs.
Panda Express is another
new addition to campus, lo

GO TO:
www.gvsu.adu/vro
TO FIND THE VICTIM S RIGHTS
AND OPTIONS PAGE

SAFETY: The Grand Valley State University police department has revealed the latest data
in the Clery report. There were 13 reported sexual assaults last year. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

cated in the Kirkhof Center, its the new piece of technol
where the bookstore used to ogy that Ciao uses.
be. It served 2,472 students
“We brought a new piece
during the first week and in of equipment onto cam
creased to serving 4,731 by pus that nobody has in the
the fourth week of school.
state of Michigan,” he said.
“Were averaging just un “Its a turbo chef oven which
der 1,000 peo
cooks your inple a day going
... _
dividual pizza
through Panda
from dough to
“The first few
Express,”
Uhl
cooked in about
said. “We would
a minute and a
weeks are a little
like to see that
half to two min
bit cumbersome
trend continue,
utes.”
and obviously,
The
lower
trying to get
we would like to
level
of
Kirk
everyone trained
work on our ef
hof, now called
and working at
ficiency and our
Fusion, served
service.”
2,407
students
capacity.”
- SlYJte" the
in the
school and in
Subway moved
DEBRAMBADT
.paced to
upstairs,
that
MARKETING MAHLER
“ , “ A W
students dun
gave room to
move the Crou
the fourth week.
Rambadt
also
talked
tons salad station into the
former Subway area and build about a newest version of the
Ciao, a make-your-own piz campus dining mobile app,
za and pasta dining option. called Campus Dish. The
However, what Uhl is most app is blue, unlike to older
excited about is not the menu, white version, and it allows

students easier access to their
balance, connects them with
MyFitnessPal and provides
healthy dining information.
While campus dining is
excited about the early suc
cess of the new food options
on campus, there are a few
more things to work out for
the future of campus dining.
Student senate Vice President
for public relations Ella Fritzemeier asked what will re
place the Einstein Bros. Bagels
when it moves into the new
housing location under con
struction in Robinson Field.
“With Einstein moving
into that new space, were still
in
how to
move into the future with the
ns,”
explained.
Tew wWKs
wWks or months,
the food committee will re
veal those new plans.”
Rambadt added that they
are open to suggestions for
ideas about what new com
pany to bring to campus next.
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LECTURE SERIES

GVPD chief to take part in HerStory series
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

ore than
40 female
leaders from
across the
university have taken
part in the HerStory
series at Grand Valley
State University since
2002. This week, the
Womens Commission
and the Women’s Cefiter are hosting their
51st guest: GVSU police
chief Renee Freeman.
Freeman
has
worked with the cam
pus police department
for two years, previ
ously serving for al
most 28 years with the
Grand Haven Depart
ment of Public Safety.
She will speak about
her experiences as a fe
male police officer.

“In 30 years, I’ve seen
a few things change:
who’s in law enforce
ment and how they are
doing it,” Freeman said.
“I am hoping that my
perspective on leader
ship and management
in this type of environ
ment will shed some
light on who I am and
how I function in the
university setting.”
The HerStory se
ries, Freeman said, can
help colleagues learn
about each other.
“Their struggles have
allowed them to become
who they are and hold
the position they have,”
she said. “It fits into the
education component of
higher education. It cre
ates a sense of apprecia
tion and enrichment.”
Kristen Evans, chair
of the women’s com
mission, coordinates

all of their traditional
programs,
including
HerStory. Evans said
the Commission met
over the summer to
discuss their options
for this years series.
In the past, they have
hosted speakers such as
the dean of university
libraries, director of the
Office of Multicultural
Affairs and even first
lady Marcia Haas.
“Last year, we fea
tured our 50th install
ment of HerStory, which
provides the GVSU
community an opportu
nity to hear the story of
the personal and profes
sional journey of various
women leaders across
campus,” Evans said.
Additionally,
Ev
ans said the events are
held to raise awareness
SEE GVPD | A5

FOCUSING ON FREEMAN: Police Chief Renee Freeman speaks at last year’s campus forum. She will be giving the next
presentation in the HerStory series. She will be focusing on her experiences as a female police officer. GVL | KEVIN sielaff

GRAND RAPIDS

Service sleepover
Lakers give back to the
community on overnight trip
BY LUCAS ESCALADA
LESCALADA@LANTHORN.COM

GIVING BACK: Kristen Rupp (left), and Elizabeth Cantu (right) remove invasive plants in Grand Rapids. GVSU student
volunteers partnered with the Blandford Nature Center this year to create and clean up nature paths. GVL I kevin sielaff

rand Valley State Uni
versity students headed
downtown on Friday,
Oct. 2 for this year’s first
overnight service trip.
Students traveled to Grand Rapids
to spend the day getting to know their
peers, as well as learning about com
munity engagement before they went
to work on their projects on Saturday.
^niThis.year, the community partner
was the Blandford Nature Center.
Nicole Wilson, a graduate assistant,
of leadership development and civic
engagement, said this trip consisted of
path creation at the nature center. Stu
dents also worked with invasive spe
cies along a pond at the nature center.

Wilson led the trip alongside April
Urbanowski, an upperclassman who
serves as the service and leadership
intern at the Office of Student Life.
The trip was originally proposed
by the Community Service Learning
Center in the fall of 2009. The first
ever overnight service trip went out
in April 2010. GVSU has held one of
these nights a semester for every se
mester since then, and Wilson said
every trip has been a success.
Wilson said the overnight service
trip is important to engage students. ni
“This kind of involvement is
essential in helping all £VSU stu
dents become active members of
their community,” Wilson said.
She emphasized that the university
SEE SERVICE | AS

MENTAL HEALTH

Providing prevention resources
Counseling Center combats suicide in nationwide challenge
BY DREW HOWARD
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

n an effort to
prepare students,
faculty and staff
with the neces
sary skills in aid
ing someone with suicidal be
havior, the Grand Valley State
University Counseling Center
has taken on a nationwide chal
lenge to train as many suicide
prevention gatekeepers as pos
sible within this academic year.
Hosted by the Association
for University and College
Counseling Center Outreach,
the gatekeeper challenge be
gan on* Aug. 1 and runs until
early June with efose to 50 dif
ferent universities cortlpeting.\
Errtj^JClingdnsmith, assis
tant director at the CoifiTselifig' Centav Explained that a

suicide prevention gatekeeper
refers to the person who as
sists an individual that is expe
riencing suicidal thoughts or
behaviors in finding a service
that best meets their needs.
Becoming a suicide pre
vention gatekeeper is not
exclusive to professionals.
Anyone on campus is eligible
to obtain gatekeeper status
through regularly scheduled
QPR (Question, Persuade,
Refer) training sessions.
>
“Anyone who goes to the
class is considered a gatekeep
er,” Klingensmith said. "QPR
is essentially CPR for mental
health. It doesn’t make you
a, therapist, but it helps you
know whether or not some
one you know needs help.”
QPR s*6sions last roughly
an hour long and are LIB
100/201 approved events.

Melissa Selby-Theut, co
ordinator of Outreach and
Peer Education at the Coun
seling Center, said students
will take an evaluation at the
end of each training to gauge
how much they learned.
“In the QPR method of
suicide prevention, students
learn how to respond when
confronted with a person who
is expressing suicidal thoughts,”
Selby-Theut said. “The ses
sion also takes a look at suicide
through a multicultural lens
to see how it affects subgroups
as suicide presents itself differ
ently in different populations.”
With suicide being the sec
ond leading cause of death
among college students ages 18
to 24, Selby-Theut said senior
staff at the Counseling Center
SEE PREVENT | AS
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WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to art.
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PREPARING: Abraham Eapen pauses for a moment in his office on the Allendale Campus. Eapen is a
counselor for GVSU’s Counseling Center and also the coordinator of Group Services. GVL | EMILY FRYE
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GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON

By Leah Fishwick
,v

Seeking student input
GV should include Laker voices
in sexual misconduct discussions
ike clockwork,
the Grand Val
ley State Uni
versity Annual
Security and
Fire Safety Report has
shown some interesting
data about safety at GVSU.
The most significant re
ports this year are the
instances of sexual vio
lence and the liquor Jaw
enforcement numbers. In
both cases, these numbers
have increased from last
year’s report.
For the past few years,
sexual assault on college
campuses has become
more prominent in the na
tional dialogue. This is an
issue universities cannot
hide from. GVSU Presi
dent Thomas Haas has
insisted that sexual assault
is constantly on his mind
and close to his heart.
This past year, GVSU
was under scrutiny for its
sexual assault policies af
ter the U.S. Department of
Education announced the
university was under in
vestigation for Title IX vi
olations. Since then, it ap
pears GVSU has stepped
up its game.
We at the Lanthorn
think it’s great the univer
sity is attempting to in
crease students’ willing- (
ness to learn more about
sexual violence and to re
port incidents. There are
now more options for re
porting. People have the
choice of finding resourc
es through the police de
partment or university
personnel.
GVSU has also pro
moted a conjgp^jtyfetfw:^
to understand consent and
prevent sexual assault.
For instance, the “It’s On
Us” video was shown at a
home football game this
season, making this kind
of information a casual
part of university events.
Students have a respon
sibility to learn about these
issues, and the univer

sity should provide the re
sources to students so that
they are informed.
However, it has been
11 months since the
interim
sexual
mis
conduct policy came
out, and there have not
been any student fo
rums. Students deserve
a chance to express their
opinions about the pol
icy and add their input
to the decision-making
process. This policy di
rectly impacts students,
but they have yet to be
given an opportunity to
have their say.
Not only do students
deserve the chance to
share their views, but in
volving students in the
process will help them
become more educated
on and content with the
final product of the sexu
al misconduct policy.
The Association of
American Universities re
cently found that one in
four women reported they
were the victim of sexual
assault or misconduct.
There are 12,826 women
currently attending GVSU.
That means 3,206 women
would have had the same
experience at GVSU. This
is a shockingly large num
ber, especially compared
to the mere 13 students
that reported a sexual as
sault in 2014.
Sexual assault is hap
pening to college stu
dents, to our fellow Lakers.
As such, Laker students
should have a pivotal role
in shaping GVSUV ;§exiitif;
misconduct policy/lt’s'long
past time thdF student# get
more involved ‘iVi 'sft£if5fri&'
what the policy will look
like in the future.
GVSU has done a com
mendable job so far in
their sexual assault aware
ness campaign, but that’s
only half the battle. We
need to get serious about
our policies, and it needs
to happen fast.

editorial@lanthorn.com
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Transgender student shares
their experiences on campus
saw that the university is try
ing to utilize a new system to
allow sites like Blackboard to
use preferred names instead
of birth ones, I was elated.
When I read that it had taken
them two years to get to this
point, I was less so.
Speaking from experi
ence, the way things stand
now being a Laker and also
being trans is an experiment
in inconveniences. I had a
BY KRIS ZASADIL
problem last year related to
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
my birth name in places that
it didn’t need to be, and I
hen I saw the
was shuffled from one end
Thursday Lanof the campus to the other,
thorn embla
speaking to no less than 10
zoned with the
vjriuu&nj /.nil words “Going < • or$o people before I ended
i. beyond the gfender binary* f'; r- up in Th& office someoni'
who could fbf the problem.
j right, W ths fmnt page, .1
f • immediately becameoedtedi u So, I’jn-glad 'to $efc that in the
future, when this new system
I expected some expose on
is implemented for Black
the difficulties that trans and/
board, other people won’t
or non-binary people face
have to spend half their day
every day. I expected to hear
going back and forth from
folks like me bemoaning the
the Student Services Building
challenges of navigating this
to Zumberge, retracing their
campus while also trying to
own steps and getting more
stick it to the binary.
and more distraught.
As I started to read the
Getting the use of pre
article, my excitement began
ferred versus birth names
to wane. Of course, when I

w

Editor-in-chief
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Laker Life editor

Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in mid
to-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

ur nation has
just experienced
another tragedy.
This time,
on a college
campus in a state where no
students may take any legally
owned or carried firearm into
a school building. A college
campus where, after a debate
over whether their security
guard could carry a firearm,
decided not to arm the guard.
Innocent students were then
murdered after they confessed
that they were Christians.
However, after these
innocent students were
murdered for their faith with

o

WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • hom, n. [old English]

>.

fixed is pretty nice. But
there are still so many other
problems that plague us trans
and non-binary people on a
day-to-day basis.
First of all, there’s the sub
ject of pronouns. I have yet to
see a professor outside of the
WGS department ask the stu
dents in their class what their
preferred pronouns are. This,
to me, seems like it should be
first day of the semester stuff.
When the professor hands
out index cards or whatever
and asks for information like
a person’s year and major, it
seems like they could ask for
pronouns as well. Because
it’s ne^ve-yvr<icking Joj^up
toJi pnVfesso'r fhat you don’t UTJ
Hi;
know and try to explain your
gerld^F identify just <6 gef ’ *1 11
them to start using the right
pronouns- if they start using
the right pronouns. I have
friends whose requests for
use of the pronouns they/
them have been met with flat
out disregard. Who knows
then how professors would
react to requests for more
“radical” pronouns like ze
or hir?

And then there are
bathrooms. 'Ihere are a few
gender neutral bathrooms on
campus, but they are usually
hard to find and not every
building Has one. When the
university was revamping
Kirkhof just this last sum
mer, it could have been easy
to include a gender neutral
bathroom along with the
ones for those who adhere
to the binary. Yet, as far as
I know, there isn’t a single
gender neutral bathroom in
sight of Crave.
I realize that these prob
lems- and so many more not
even mentioned- will take
time to repair. And with the
/Trribu}/
pfrr.v., t, '.orm *_>n<
new name system, there is.
some hope stirring in my
bosom that we a bHfverilty
might reach a point where
folks like me might actually
feel comfy on campus. But as
it stands, maybe we as a col
lective should stop assuming
that everyone we meet is ei
ther a man or a woman, and
maybe we should learn from
and talk to trans people about
their experiences, instead of
speaking around them.

Revisiting firearms on campus after UCC shooting

GVL EDITORIAL BOARD
AUDRA GAMBLE
STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
HANNAH LENTZ
ADAM KNORR
CLAIRE FISHER
MADDIE FORSHEE

hi

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way.”
BY BENJAMIN SOLTIS
GVSU STUDENT SENATOR
GUEST COLUMNIST

no conceivable way to protect
themselves, President Obama
comes out criticizing legal
gun owners and calling for
more laws. News flash, Mr.
President: This one deranged
gunman broke dozens of laws
that day in Oregon.
More gun laws will not
prevent criminals from break
ing them. They only disarm
the very same people they
try to protect. I myself am
licensed to carry a firearm
by the state of Michigan, yet
Grand Valley State University
says I cannot carry even for
my own self-protection.
Any deranged individual

that wants to murder innocent
people knows that our GVSU
campus and hundreds across
the U.S. have police officers
who can respond only after
the tragedy Hits. When will
gun control advocates realize
that these recent shootings
happened in “Gun Free
Zones”? GVSU and some U.S.
colleges can act tomorrow
by allowing legal firearms
immediately. For the sake of
myself and all fellow students,
I sincerely hope that these
individuals did not die for a
few political points and new
unenforceable laws.

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff
* Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

I

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

VALLEY VOTE

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION

BLOG

Do you think GVSU does enough
to accommodate transgender
students?

Do you feel you are well
educated on GVSU’s sexual
misconduct policies?

Traveling to the past

Yes
No
I don’t know

LOG ON & VOTE
www.lanthorn.com

36%
14%
50%

By Anush Yepremyan

www.lanthorn.com

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
DO YOU FEEL YOU ARE WELL EDUCATED ON GVSU’S SEXUAL MISCONDUCT POLICIES?

JOE ELSEN

ALAN VASHIR

"Yes, I do know, but maybe not as much as
should know.”

“Isn’t it common sense? Yeah I feel like I know
about it."

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: History
HOMETOWN: Grand Rapids. Michigan

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Information Systems
HOMETOWN: Jackson. Michigan

BRIANA ELLEDGE

HANNAH DOZEMAN

“I feel that I’m well aware about it I feel as though
I’m well educated on GVSU’s sexual misconduct
policy due to my feeling that the university would
be aware of how to handle such situations.”

“Yeah I would think so, I took some quiz at
the beginning of the semester about that. But
I’m a transfer student so I didn’t get all the
introductory information. So I would say kind of."

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL.

EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Psychology
HOMETOWN: Southfield, tfchigan

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Film i Video
7 HOMETOWN: Zeeland, Michigan
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GVPD
CONTINUED FROM A3

about the tradition of maledominated higher educa
tion institutions.
“GVSU has several prom
inent women leaders at all
levels of the university, and
the HerStory series brings
those stories of success and struggle - to the greater
GVSU community," she said.
“HerStory answers the ques
tion ‘Who is this woman?
How did she get here?’”
Although the main audi
ence for the event is faculty and
staff, students are also encour
aged to attend. Evans said the
event benefits students because
the stories are often inspiring.
“It makes a leader on cam
pus ‘real.’ You learn about where
she came from, what struggles
she faced, what she likes to do

when she’s not at work,” she
said. “What students gain - and
not just students, but faculty
and staff that attend gain - is
acknowledgement of the var
ied paths that lead to success,
many of them long journeys
with many twists and turns
and significant challenges and
I think that sends a message to
the community that leaders are
real people, not perfect heroes.”
Renee Freeman is speak
ing Tuesday at noon in
Room 2204 of the Kirkhof
Center. The HerStory event
is LIB 100 approved.
GO TO:
http://bit.ly/1M4Np7U
FOR MORC INFORMATION

SERVICE
CONTINUED FROM A3

is dedicated to civic engagement. GVSU displays interest in
shaping students lives, professions and societies, as found
in their mission statement. The mission statement makes
it clear that public service is as important as scholarly and
professional development.
“Students learned about being active members of the
local and global community through the service project
and learning about deeper social issues,” Wilson said.
Participating in opportunities like the overnight ser
vice trip provides students with essential skills that they
can use in multiple areas of knowledge throughout the
university, Wilson said.
Critical thinking and communication skills were also
reinforced throughout the trip. Students were placed in
leadership roles while understanding the importance of
good citizenship and cultural competency.
“This trip encompasses all of the things I love: student
development, civic engagement, leadership development,
and I love being out in nature, too,” Wilson said.
While being in nature is one of Wilson’s favorite things
about the trip, it can also be a challenge to head outside.
She said weather can play a big role in the kinds of en
gagement students do: this trip was originally planned
when it was sunny and warm outside, but the temperature
has cooled off recently.
Since the overnight engagement trip is something that is
done once a semester, students can already start thinking
about their winter calendar. While the community partner
is not set, students can expect for the winter semester over
night trip to happen Feb. 12 and 13.

NATURE: Laura Murnen (left) and Breana Ganton (right) participated in the university’s first overnight service trip of the year. Hosted
by the Office of Student Life, students visited Blanford Nature Center to improve the environment in Grand Rapids. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

PREVENT
CONTINUED FROM A3

are hard at work finding ways to get
information about gatekeeper train
ing out to the community.
That is why, in addition to hold
ing regularly scheduled QPR ses
sions, the Counseling Center will
also provide on-demand training.
“We get requests throughout the year
for student groups such as student sen

ate, fraternities and sororities who spe
cifically want their students to be QPR
trained,” Selby-Theut said. “We will
come out to train any student group on
campus and do it at their convenience.”
While placing first in the compe
tition is a priority, Selby-Theut said
this challenge means something much
more than just winning a trophy.
“This challenge has really prompted
colleges and universities to question
what more we can do to step up our
game,” she said. “Our goal is to train as

Hey, Students:

Get Outta Town
on Our Bus! .
Grand Rapids to:
Kalamazoo

$10
Lansing
$74

Battle Creek

$18
.

Znriinn Trniis

.

for bus route options, visit indiantrails.com

many people on this campus as we can
to create the healthiest and safest cam
pus community in the United States.
We are pushing ourselves more than we
have ever before to meet that goal.”
The first of seven regularly sched
uled QPR training sessions is set to
take place 5:30 to 6:30 on Oct. 7 in the
Kirkhof Center, Room 2263.
ten fioat
GO TO:
http://btt.ty/1LOcvSF
FOR MORE INFORMA TION
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HANDS-ON LEARNING

How to find an internship
BY TAYLOR FUSSMAN
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

tudents everywhere
turn to internships
to gain experience
in their desired fields
and develop
the
skills necessary to be successful.
Often, it can seem as though this
process is easier said than done.
At Grand Valley State Universi
ty, students are encouraged to take
part in an internship to enhance
the skills they have to offer in the
professional world. With numer
ous businesses offering intern
ships, the most challenging part of
the process is attributed to actually
finding the internship that’s right
for a particular student.
“Most students find them on
their own,” said Rachel Becklin,
associate director in the Student
Services Center. “Some intern
ships are posted on Laker Jobs, or
students can set it up with their
department, or they can set up an
interview with the company they
are looking to work for.”
This independent searching
process allows for students to find
internships that are the right fit for
them and meet people whom they
would profit from working with.
“Networking is important,” Beck
lin said “Talk with faculty members,
professors and classmates to learn
about new opportunities.”
Becklin also strongly suggests
attending internship fairs held
on the GVSU campus, as they are
a valuable resource for discover
ing future internships.
One of these opportunities will
come on Oct. 22, when GVSU will
host 230 companies looking for both
full-time and summer interns.
The university also hosts “Ca-

reers At’* events in which students
will travel to different companies to
get a feel for the work environment.
One of these events will be held on
Oct. 16, when students will visit an
Auto Owners Insurance company.
“People hire those that they
know and trust, and this comes
from working together over time,”
said Chris Babbitt, associate direc
tor in the Student Services Center.
“Attend networking events and
be thoughtful about maintaining
these relationships over time.”
Once the internship has been
decided on, students are able to ap
ply for credit. This is a process that
is the student completes online.
“Organizations have different
ways of setting up the internship,”
Becklin said. “Once it has been se
cured with the employer, the student
can register and apply online.”
While internships can count
for different amounts from one to
six credits, many students opt to UTH
II
earn three credit hours with their hist
internship. This would equal out
to approximately 10 to 15 hours of
work a week for the student.
With the internship secured
and the credit applied for, the
student can simply make the
most of their internship.
“Be open,” Babbitt said. “To
get the most out of an intern
ship, I think it is great to take on
any task or responsibility. Try to
say ‘yes’ to as much as possible
because you don’t know what
you will enjoy until you try it.”
Anyone interested in learning
more about the process of finding
and applying for an internship can
visit the Student Services Center
that employs advisers who work in
various departments and can be of
assistance in connecting students
EXPERIENCE: Students attend the Nonprofit Internship Fair in Henry Hall on Sept. 9 to learn about possible local internship
to professionals in their field.
opportunities. Students looking for internship help can go to the GVSU career center to speak with an adviser. GVL I EMILY FRYE
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Women's Center
to raise
awareness of sexual violence
National Dating and Domestic Violence Awareness
Month recognized at GV through campus programs
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM

iving and learning on campus
can be a positive experience,
but unfortunately it can also be
a place where students and fac
ulty can encounter serious acts
of sexual assault and violence.
In order to raise awareness this October
for National Dating and Domestic Violence
Awareness Month, Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Women’s Center will host a series of
events and activities that will address domes
tic violence on college campuses.
Ashley Schulte, the victim advocate and
violence against women grant coordina
tor at the center, said this month is a time
to both celebrate achievements and open
further discussion about gender-based
violence on college campuses.
“It’s not very widely known, as October
is also Breast Cancer Awareness Month, but
I think that if you are to pay attention to
how October feels on campus this month

you will hopefully see that there is a theme saulted on their campuses and how their
universities responded,” Schulte said. “Some
to what we have planned,” Schulte said.
The month will include the launch of of that is really raw as it doesn’t paint univer
the HopeLine phone collec
sities in the best of light, it says
tion, a phone drive to collect
that we have an issue on our
used phones for those affected
campuses and it doesn’t paint
“It says that we
groups like the athletics and
by domestic violence, and the
have an issue on
Clothesline Project, which dis
Greek community in a good
our campuses...so
plays personal stories of dating
light - so how does it end? How
and domestic violence and also
do we make this stop?”
how does it end?
messages of hope.
Schulte said the best way to
How do we make
The Women’s Center will also
educate students about sexual
show the documentaries “The
assault and violence is to put
this stop?”
Hunting Ground,” on Oct. 6 at
some structures in place so
6 p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt Cen
that the GVSU community
ASHLEY SCHULTE
ter, and “Telling Amy’s Story,” on
can
hold the perpetrators ac
VICTIM ADVOCATE
Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in the Pere
countable for their actions.
In order to prevent further
Marquette Room of the Kirkhof
Center. Both documentaries in
violence on campuses and to
dicate specific incidents of sexual violence on create further discussion, the Women’s
college campuses and how their communities Center is also hosting a bystander interven
handled the situations.
tion training on Oct. 16 from 12:30 p.m.
“The documentary and expose film ‘The to 5 p.m. in the Mary Idema Pew Library
Hunting Ground,’ showcases students lived so the entire GVSU community may be ef
experiences as they disclose to their colleges fective bystanders in situations of domestic
and universities that they were sexually as violence, sexual assault and bullying.

“Bystander intervention training is not
the end all of sexual assault,” Schulte said,
“But it will hopefully give students the
knowledge and courage to speak up when
they see instances of the culture that cre
ates gender based violence.”
Rachael Blansett, a senior and member
of the Milton E. Ford LGBT Resource Cen
ter, said this month is really important in
helping empower students to tell their sto
ries and seek help.
“Interpersonal violence, like being as
saulted by someone you know or date, occurs
more often than really the concept of stranger
danger,” she said. “And while this form of vio
lence is not obviously gender based or sexual
ity based, this happens right across the board,
which is really something that the campus
and students need to be made aware of”

□

GO TO:
www.gvsu.«du/wom«n_c«n
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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ON SELECT
MICHIGAN ROUTES NOW
THROUGH DECEMBER 17.
Easy, enjoyable, affordable
travel is trendirtgl Get details and book
tickets at AMTRAK.COM
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Enjoy the journey.

LIVE HERE FALL 2016
Conveniently located on corner of Fulton St and Seward Ave
Newly Constructed Furnished Apartments + Townhomes

For Lease Info and More Details Visit
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ArtPrize Seven:

EDITORS’ FAVORITES
Bringing together art from all over the world to Grand
Rapids and placing it all over the city, ArtPrize brings truly
incredible art into the public eye. Over the course of 19
days, people have the opportunity to explore downtown
Grand Rapids and see art they might not normally have
a chance to see. Unlike most art competitions, ArtPrize
involves a public vote rather than simply a vote from art-

educated judges. This vote allows the public to have say in
which piece is awarded the $200,000 prize. From meaning
ful to extravagant to just plain fun, ArtPrize is about the art
that strikes the public as interesting. Therefore, the Lanthorn editors from all different sections and backgrounds
have chosen their favorites from this years ArtPrize, as
well as a few of the art-literate members among us.

Claire Fisher - Arts & Entertainment editor
The Grand Rapids
Tape Drawing

Henry Matthews Director of galleries & collections at GVSU

This piece struck me instantly
because of the colors, the comi
cal content of giant fish swim
ming around Grand Rapids and
how much movement you can
really see in each individual
fish. Upon closer inspection,
I was impressed with the fact
that it was created entirely using
tape and how much that added
texture to the scene.

*

H

:■■
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Harthah Lentz - News editor

The Louvre Visit,
Paris (Mural Painting)
The intricacy of this piece is
what immediately grabbed my
attention. The piece focused
on the artists’ visit to “The
Louvre Museum” in Paris and
was carved on styrofoam using
a metal blade, and hot iron
to add depth and dimensions
to the sculptures. I was very
impressed by the amount of
detail that went into the piece
as well as the artists dedication
(I actually got to speak with her
about her work).

[

SiTEiLAB

i
1
i
1
,
1
i

I think the most interesting experience so far, has
been visiting the SiTE:LAB site as the sun sets, lights
come on and the rather large and Coles spaces, which
includes buildings, both inside and out. Its absolutely
fascinating to experience the space, the visuals, light,
history and stories presented. The whole neighborhood is involved and participates.

4

6
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Stephanie Brzezinski - Associate editor
In Our Element

3

1

7

7 2 8

I was drawn to this piece
initially because of the colors.
It is very vibrant, containing
various shades of blues and
oranges. It reminds me of the
ocean, but there is more going
on. Each panel has a different
painting, but they combine to
make the artwork as a whole.
It is very interesting, and it
makes me think about what it
might mean, though I’m not
good at that part. I just appre
ciate the art for being creative
and attention getting.
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TJ Zimmerman - Web manager

Audra Gamble - Editor-in-chief

As Above
,

Resonance

.

i

For around two years now I’ve been keeping a saltwater aquarium, and it’s been
an awesome experience. It has also taught me about the dangerous effects that
humans are having everyday on the coral reefs. So, when I saw “Resonance” for
the first time and read about its message, it really resonated with me. This beautiful stained glass piece is a must see.

i

i
i

Kevin Sielaff - Image editor

i
i

This piece of art, in the corner of the second floor of the Grand Rapids Art Museum,
is so beautiful in its simplicity. The artist created the piece by dipping her hands in
charcoal and flnger-painting the entire piece directly on the walls of the museum. Its
incredibly personal for her to use that technique for her entry - there is nothing more
unique than someone’s fingerprints. I love how intricately designed this piece is, and
I could spend hours finding new details within it. This piece is a must-see, and it is
part of the Top 20 Public Vote pieces for ArtPrize Seven.

Maddie Forshee - Laker Life editor

Embroidery Space

Andy “Cosmic Joe” Watkins
muibfiid aiaddn I ft no// u

sleb? H
*?» a >urt:
•• t.
»!
Andy Watkins, otherwise known as “Cosmic Joe,” is a spray painting speed painter.
Watkins is able to create realistic and abstract paintings in record time while also
keeping the crowd engaged. His wild sense of humor and vivid imagery is what
caught my eye and held my interest.

My specific favorite is
called “Embroidery Space.”
This piece is super cool
looking, site-specific and
beautifully designed. I like
that this work is simple
and easy on the eyes, rather
than a piece of art that
is intricate or unclear or
one that you have to think
about. I’m all about simple
aesthetics, and I think that
“Embroidery Space” is a
beautiful and clean but
intricate piece of artwork.

Adam Knorr - Sports editor

Breakthrough
Smashing things in the name of art? Count me in. Although I didn’t get to participate
in the cathartic process of writing things on a plate and throwing said plate against
a wall, Breakthrough had my vote for favorite the minute I heard about it. Turning
frustrations into a work of art and redemption is something beautiful, and I’ll never
be able to pass up a piece where destruction and throwing things is encouraged.

Ml THINGS FAIL!

tNTEt TO YIIN PRIZES AND A SNOUT
OUT ON INSTAGRAM tl NSIN6 '
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WOMEN’S LACROSSE 2016
SCHEDULE SET
Grand Valley State’s women’s
lacrosse team will face a tough
slate of opponents when the
2016 season rolls around.
• The three-time defend
ing GLIAC regular season and
tournament champions enter the
upcoming season as favorites to
once again win the GLIAC and
enter the NCAA tournament.
Reigning Division II North
Region Coach of the Year Alicia
Groveston will roam the sidelines,
as the Lakers return from one of
the seasons in program history
that included a program best 15
wins.
The Lakers’ schedule is
headlined by out of state trips to
Florida, Missouri, Massachusetts
and New York, in a non-con
ference schedule that always
challenges GVSU before the
GLIAC season starts.

DIVISION II MEN’S HOCKEY
CLUB STARTS 4-0
The GVSU men’s ice hockey
team is off to a 3-0 start for the
2015 campaign. The Lakers have
dominated competition, as they
have outscored their opponents
by a combined score of 27-7.
In a recent two-game road
trip to Iowa, GVSU swept the
Hawkeyes by scores of 6-2 and
3-2, with Spencer Godin scoring
a late game-winner in the second
match.
GVSU is slated to travel to
Missouri for the Lindenwood
University Invitational from Oct.
9 -11 to play against Dayton,
Florida Gulf Coast and Southern
Illinois. The Lakers will return
home next with an Oct. 16
matchup against Bowling Green
State.

INTRAMURAL FRENZY
For any students who want to
participate in intramural sports
this semester, now is the time.
Time is running out to sign up
for opportunities to be active in'
certain GVSU irttramural sports.
! The deadlfn^s for bbth coed' ■*"
volleyball and ultimate frisbee
are Oct. 8 at midnight. The fee is
$40 per team.

CLUB DODGEBALL TO HOST
HOME MATCH OCT. 11
The 2015 campaign didn’t
start the way the GVSU club
dodgeball team expected, but
since then, the Lakers are back to
their winning ways.
GVSU lost the season opener
to Michigan State, but responded
with back-to-back wins. The
Lakers will host Saginaw Valley
State at noon on Oct. 11

VARSITY SCHEDULE
iiiiimiiiniiiiiimnimiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiMiiiimniii

FOOTBALL
6 p.m. Saturday at Wayne State
WOMEN’S SOCCER
7 p.m. Friday at Ashland
12 p.m. October 11 at Ohio
Dominican
VOLLEYBALL
7 p.m. Friday at Lake Erie
2 p.m. Saturday at Ashland
WOMEN’S GOLF
October 11-12 at Big Beall Classic
(Findlay Country Club, Findlay,
Ohio)
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Friday - Saturday @ University
of Wisconsin - Whitewater
Invitational (Split Squad,
Whitewater, Wisconsin)
10 a.m. Saturday at Walsh
12 p.m. October 11 at Ashland
CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday at Conference Crossover
(Romeoville, Illinois)
SWIMMING AND DIVING
Saturday Blue and White
Intrasquad Meet (Allendale,
Michigan)

DIVING EFFORT: Brandon Bean (3) extends to try to catch a pass in GVSU’s blowout win over Hillsdale on Oct. 3 at Lubbers Stadium. The Lakers improved their record
to 4-1 overall and 3-1 in the GLIAC, while Hillsdale fell to 1-4 overall and 1-3 in the GLIAC. GVSU travels to Wayne State on Oct. 10 for a game at 6 p.m. GVL I EMILY FRYE
BY ADAM KNORR
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

ith less than two minutes remaining in
the second quarter, the Grand Valley
State football team had a chance to get
a statement score before the half.
Quarterback Bart Williams hit
Matt Williams on a jump ball on third-and-7,
and, a play later, Bart Williams zipped a slant
pass to Jamie Potts for a touchdown.
The score helped put the Lakers up 21-14
going into the break. The conservative Hills
dale offense wasn’t able to muster up anything
in the second half, and GVSU (4-1, 3-1 GLI
AC) took the win 46-14 at Lubbers Stadium.
The Chargers (1-4, 1-3 GLIAC), as ex
pected, pounded the ball on the ground
throughout the game. Running back Bennett
Lewis carried the ball 14 times, but the stout
GVSU defense limited Lewis to just 24 yards.
“Eye control was a huge thing for us all
week,” said defensive back Garrett Pougnet.
“We knew we had to clean up the run. I think
we did an excellent job of that and ‘11 as one’
is our motto and everyone did their job.”
On the first drive in the second half, GVSU
marched down the field and ended with a touch
down pass from Bart to Matt Williams. Soon af
ter, a botched snap on a Hillsdale punt led to a
safety, and the Lakers turned on cruise control.
GVSU has had trouble in the third quar
ter this season, but the Lakers set those woes

10 straight
BY MASON TRONSOR
ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

he Grand Valley State
women’s soccer team
continued to take
care of business over
the weekend, as the
Lakers withstood upset bids from
two conference foes.
The No. 7 Lakers defeated rival
Saginaw Valley State 2-0 in an away
match on Friday night. GVSU then
battled conference foe Northwood
on Sunday back at home and saun
tered away with a 5-1 victory.
“We learned from this weekend
that lack of focus will cost you,” said
GVSU head coach Jeff Hosier.
Four different GVSU players
stamped their name in the scoring
column in the two-game weekend.
The Lakers also were once again
able to outshoot its opponents on
the shot chart, 44 to 10, in the two
games combined.
Friday night marked the second
time this season the Lakers faced
the Cardinals. The Lakers handled
the Cardinals with ease in the
first game of the season, defeating
SVSU 6-1. The encore matchup,
however, was quite a bit tighter.
SVSU had an idea of what the Lak
ers wanted to do, and used that prior
knowledge to counter GVSU’s waves
of attack. It wasn’t until about 25 min
utes into the match when the lakers
broke through with its first goal from
junior Kendra Stauffer. The goal was
Stauffer’s fifth goal of the season.
After Stauffer’s goal, there
weren’t many highlights for either
team. The Lakers outshot the Car
dinals 9-3 in the First half, but had
just one goal to show for it.
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Hillsdale’s Spencer Nehls and returned to the
one-yard line. On the next play, Mifsud crossed
the plane on a rush to bring Hillsdale within a
score at 21-14 as the first half closed out.
The Lakers dominated the second half. Touch
downs from Matt Williams and Carter, two Joel
Schipper field goals and a safety put the game out of
reach before the fourth quarter rolled around.
Schipper nailed field goals of 37, 29 and 24
yards. The three field goals in one game is a
career-high for the junior placekicker.
Bart Williams finished 19 for 32 for 156 yards,
three touchdowns and an interception.
Potts caught four passes for 45 yards and
two touchdowns. Matt Williams had five
catches for 42 yards and a score.
Hillsdale gained just 137 total yards - only
18 in the second half.
“Other than one defensive drive, I thought our
defense was really dominant tonight,” Mitchell
said. “Obviously (we) held a team that has kind of
built themselves up running the ball to 53 yards
rushing. I thought we were very effective in con
trolling the line of scrimmage. We didn’t give up a
lot of big plays, good job by our defense all night.”
The Lakers used three quarterbacks in the
contest, as Ollie Ajami and Ryan West both saw
time. Poucnet recorded nine tackles to lead the
Lakers, and junior Alton Voss added seven. '
Hillsdale has not won at Lubbers Stadium
since Oct. 30, 1993.
GVSU returns to action Oct. 10 with an away
tilt at Wayne State (2-3, 1-3 GLIAC) at 6 p.m.

SOCCER

The second half was a similar
story. Once again, about 25 minutes
into the second half, freshman Sa
mantha Riga netted her fourth goal
on the season to give the Lakers a 2-0
lead. It was all GVSU would need, as
it grinded to a 2-0 conference victory.
Sunday was another low scoring
affair for the Lakers, as they faced
conference foe Northwood for the
first and only time this season.
The Lakers were sporting pink
uniforms on Sunday to support breast
cancer awareness. GVSU found itself
against another prepared defense.
The physical play from the Timberwolves made it difficult for the Lakers
to finish scoring opportunities.
GVSU lept onto the scoreboard
eight minutes into the game,
however, as senior Katie Klunder
scored for her fourth goal of the
season. The Lakers earned anoth
er goal later in the half from se
nior Katie Bounds, who knocked
in her second goal of the season.
“It was a big jumble up in front of
the net and just tried to be scrappy,”
Bounds said. “I haven’t scored in a
while, so it was nice just to get one.”
Northwood, however, would
not go down without a fight. With
about Five minutes left in the First
half, the Timberwolves connected
for a strike inside GVSU’s zone to
cut the lead in half. At halftime,
the Lakers led Northwood 2-1.
The Lakers were able to pull
away late in the second half as
team leading scorer Marti Corby
scored her 13th and 14th goals of
the season late in the second half
to add insurance for the Lakers.
“I’ve been working on free kicks
all season,” Corby said. "Every
practice I work on them so during
the game it’s nice to be rewarded.”
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aside for the last two weeks. GVSU outscored
Hillsdale 22-0 in the third quarter.
Freshman running back Martayveous Carter re
turned to the Lakers in full health, and had the best
game of his young career. Carter had eight carries for
102 yards, including a swift 33-yard touchdown run.
“I was a little concerned pre-game with the weath
er and some of those things with a freshman tailback
about how he’s going react because we haven’t had
a lot of wet weather,” said GVSU head coach Matt
Mitchell. “He stepped up and did a good job. We
leaned on Marty and he had a couple explosive runs.”
Matt Williams opened the scoring midway
through the first quarter, shaking, baking and bust
ing his way to a 61-yard punt return touchdown.
Hillsdale struck back on the first play of the
second quarter as wide receiver Joe Srebernak pulled in a 17-yard touchdown pass from
quarterback C.J. Mifsud to tie the score at 7-7.
GVSU’s next two scores came from the
Bart Williams to Potts combo. Williams had
a 5-yard pass tipped in the end zone, but
Potts twisted, caught the ball and got a foot in
bounds to give the Lakers a 14-7 lead.
Nine minutes later, Williams hit Potts on a
seven-yard slant with a minute left in the half
to put GVSU ahead 21-7.
“If’s pretty easy when he catches basically
everything you throw to (Potts),” Bart Wil
liam^ said. “It wasn’t really much of a learning
curve when he came back.”
The Lakers got the ball back in the half, but
it turned disastrous. Williams threw a deep ball
over the middle, where it was intercepted by a
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Lakers top SVSU, Northwood to
stretch win streak double digits

ATTACK: Sophomore Kendra Stauffer looks to make a play against Northwood on
Oct. 4. The Lakers won the matchup 5-1 in a conference victory, gvl I Sara carte

The Lakers finished with a 5-1
win and their 10th straight victory
on the season. They are undefeated
both at home and in GLIAC play
this season. During their 10 game
win streak, the Lakers have outscored their opponents 51-4.
“The win streak means a lot,
but it also means we have to take
the foundation and keep moving
forward,” Bounds said.
• GVSU was once again with
out freshman goalkeeper Emily

Maresh. Sophomore Paige Pryson
stepped up and gave the Lak
ers two solid performance in net,
which included a shutout at SVSU.
The Lakers will try to continue
the win streak next weekend on
the road in Ohio in GLIAC play
against Ashland on Friday and
Ohio Dominican on Sunday.
“We are playing two exceptional
ly talented teams,” Hosier said. “Both
teams are well-coached and will have
a lot of confidence against us.”
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MEN’S RUGBY

RELENTLESS: Dallas Davis rushes upheld during GVSU's men’s club rugby defeat of Oakland University on Oct. 3 in Allendale, Michigan. The Lakers blanked Oakland to improve to 4-0 on the season with a
convincing 39-0 win. GVSU has some time off before returning to its home pitch with an Oct. 17 tilt against Saginaw Valley State in the two teams' second meeting of the 2015 campaign. GVL | kevin sielaff

Laker defense shuts out Oakland as GV moves to 4-0
Last time the Lakers matched
up with Oakland, GVSU pulled
out a hard-fought 27-10 victory.
This time around, on a crisp,
: Grand Valley State
mens rugby club isn’t wet October Saturday during
going to fly under the ra Family Weekend in Allendale,
dar of any team in 2015. things were different.
In a clean match, the Lakers quickly
The undefeated Lakers
have been vocal about their talent, jumped out to a five point lead thanks
to an early try. Soon after, they scored
and, on the field, have yet to falter.
GVSU is expecting every team’s again, and nailed the kick for two extra
best shot, but so far it hasn’t mat* points to surge ahead 12-0.
“Play boring, take it slow. We can
tered. The Lakers improved to 4-0
WlHT'a dbWlhatlng 39-0 win over hi Have ftin later on in the game,” said
GVSU head coach John Mullett.
Oakland at home on Saturday.
Throughout the game, Mullett em
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEY@LANTHORN.COM

phasized the importance of defense.
“If (Oakland) scores 10 on us, (my
players) know that they’ll be running
sprints for the next two weeks.”
After a little longer, the Lakers
broke through the Golden Grizzlies
defense, taking the ball from the side
line to the center of the field on the try
- an advantage for the scoring team,
as it makes the ensuing kick after the
try much easier to make. GVSU con
verted, and brought the score to 19-0.
Once again the Lakers punched
in a slow, methodical drive to run
the score up even more. By the half,
the lead had inflated to 29-0.

The Laker sideline was nothing
but smiles during halftime. GVSU
held the advantage possession,
scrums, and tempo.
“We’ve essentially been attacking the
entire game,” Mullett said at halftime.
GVSU punched in two more
scores after the half to ice the
game and seal the score at 39-0.
After the win, the Lakers have
outscored opponents 208-17.
“We had to come but and i iTTf rffi
show, prove that nobody in this con
ference can play wiift us. We
said senior Dylan Bergbower. “We’re
not going to settle for anything less

than a national championship.”
The game got sloppy at times,
but that was merely an after
thought after looking at the scoreboard once the final whistle blew.
“The score was a good one,
especially against Oakland. We
could’ve put more on the board,
but today wasn’t about offense,
it was all about defense. I’m not
even slightly upset,” Mullett said.
The Lakers will contirfife thdffTfttML

up against Saginaw Valley State.

VERIZON BELIEVES IN
LOVE & RESPECT ON CAMPUS.
TOGETHER WE CAN STOP
DATING/DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.

GET INVOLVED AND HELP
Grand Valley State University
WIN A $10,000 DONATION FOR
DATING/DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PREVENTION.

Did you know that 57 percent of college students reported
experiencing dating violence while in college? Not only is the
problem growing, but most students don’t know what to. do
or how to help.
This semester Verizon is pattering with GVSU to bring
a Dating/Domestic Violence Prevention Program to campus
and address this crisis.
You're invited to help make a difference! Join Verizon for a
special screening of the critically acclaimed, award-winning
documentary ''Telling Amy's Story'' followed by a panel
discussion with campus and community Dating/Domestic
Violence experts.

When: October 27th, 2015 730pm-830 pm
Where: liirkhof Center Pere Marquette
(there will bo refreshments and we will also be raffling prizes!)

Just bring and donate your old wireless phone1 Your donation
will not only benefit vcitms and survivors of domestic violence
but also qualify Grand Valley State University to receive a
$10,000 grant to fight Dating/Domestic Violence in the community.

ENCLAVE

Learn more about Veiizon's commitment to end Domestic
Violence at venzon.com/hopelme and visit loveisrespect.org
for additional resources.
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VOLLEYBALL

No. 22 Lakers continue GLIAC
play with pair of easy wins
BY ALEX EISEN
AEISEN@LANTHORN.COM

he setter no-look
kill attempt nearly
fooled Gjand Val
ley State senior
libero Taylor Shomin, but her fist popped the
ball up instead of the ball hit
ting the hardwood. The lengthy
first-set exchange continued.
The ball sailed back and
forth over the net 19 times
before an Ohio Dominican at
tacker finally ended fhe point
by smacking the ball into the
net. Tenacious defense set the
tone for the rest of thematch.
Decked out in pink for its
annual Dig Pink game to sup
port breast cancer research,
the No. 22 GVSU volleyball
team compiled a season-high
102 digs in four sets Friday
night to defeat ODU (7-9,
2-5 GLIAC) by scores of 2514y 25-19, 18-25, 25-19.
GVSU (10-5, 6-1 GLIAC)
then improved its home win
ning streak to seven games
on Saturday afternoon by
sweeping Tiffin (7-6, 4-3
GLIAC) in straight sets (2523, 28-26,25-15).
Coming into the weekend
the Lakers had never lost a
set to either GLIAC school in
program history, 39-0. Drop
ping the third set to ODU
came as a surprise. ‘
“(ODU) came out serving
tough and you can see what
happens when we don’t pass
well,” said GVSU head coach
Deanne Scanlon. “They got a
couple of aces and we got ten
tative and a little scared. But, I
thought we rallied back a little
bit at the end of that set to get a
little bit of momentum heading

into set four.”
In the sets GVSU won,
ODU never led. The Lakers
quickly jumped out to a 9-3
lead in the opening frame exactly the urgency Scanlon
wanted from her team.
: “Everyone is coming at us,
they walk in here and see those
banners and know we are a Fi
nal Four team from last yeai?
Scanlon said. “Even though
we aren’t the same team that
we were last year, in everybody
else’s mind it just doesn’t matter.
“We can’t ease in and wait
to see what the match is go
ing to bring, because we can
pretty much guarantee it’s
going to bring intensity from
the other side of the net right
from the first point.”
Freshmen Brooke Smith,
Staci Brower and Shannon
Winicki countered that inten
sity from the first whistle and
got support from a trio of se
niors: Betsy Ronda, Jessica Majerle and Kaleigh Lound. All six
players finished both matches
with over five kills and contrib
uted at least six points.
Back in form after recov
ering from a sprained ankle,
Smith led the offense against
ODU by knocking down 13
kills. Brower wasn’t far be
hind, backing up her GLIAC
North Player of the Week
honors, with 11 kills and
four blocks - two solo.
After moving up to eighth
all-time in program history for
digs last week, Ronda climbed
up another rung Friday sur
passing Cindy Corstange by
recording 29 digs. 29 digs is
second-most in a single game
for her college career, coming
four digs short of her personal
best from last season against

SKY HIGH: Redshirt freshman Shannon Winicki soars for a shot in GVSU's matchup against Ohio Dominican over the weekend. The Lakers
topped the Panthers in four sets, before sweeping Tiffin in straight sets in GLIAC play to improve to 10-5 overall. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

Augustana (S.D.).
In the sweep against Tif
fin, the Lakers’ offense ignited
for a season-best team hitting
percentage of .341. GVSU
closed the game out with 17
kills and one error in 26 attack
attempts in the third set.
Majerle was the most ef
ficient hitter in both matches
hitting at .316 (8 kills) and
.471 (9 kills) clips, respective
ly - a drastic improvement
from the .077 hitting percent

age she had in the loss at No. 4
Ferris State on Sept. 29.
The wins were not just
bounce back games for Majerle,
but for the team as a whole.
“I feel like we were a lot
more conformable with our
selves,” Majerle said. “Anxiety
wasn’t taking over us and I
feel like we were under con
trol and working together.
I also felt like we were a lot
scrappier on defense.”
After redshirting last sea

son, Winicki has emerged as
a reliable outside hitter in
the past two weeks, putting
down 35 kills in five games.
She started the season with
16 kills in 10 games.
More playing time for Win
icki helped solidify a primary
starting lineup. Whether the
rotating pattern is permanent
or not remains to be seen, but
the players have already no
ticed the benefits after doing a
lot of mixing-and-matching to

start the season.
“We are building our
trust more with each other
now,” Winicki said. “Our
communication with each
other the court is a lot better
and we can trust the player
next to us has our back.”
GVSU travels to Ohio
next week to face conference
opponents Lake Erie (5-8,
1-6 GLIAC) on Oct. 9 at 7
p.m. and Ashland (11-4, 6-1
GLIAC) on Oct. 10 at 2 p.m.

W. GOLF

Leaving the field behind
lfl,L'dk£h£ dbTrSinate in

rb'c(ibna!'frreVjeW,' win tournament by ’3'4 stfolteS
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ahead/rof -Gfllifomia,;University of Pennsylvania, Drury
University and the University
of Illinois-Springfield.
GVSU finished the tour
nament with four players
carding scores in the top 10
of all individuals.
Alex Taylor led the way
for the Lakers. Taylor carded
the best individual score of
the tournament with a twoday score of 150 (+6). After
shooting a 78 on the first day,
Taylor fired an even par 72 to
catapult into first place.
“I hit a lot of greens and
I was hitting the ball confi
dently,” Taylor said. “I tried to

bu> "•hw'.v
JPEICK@LANTHORN.COM

THINK PINK: Senior Gabrielle Shipley follows through after a tee shot in the Gilda's Club Laker Fall In
vite on Sept. 27. Shipley shot a +12 to tie for fourth place in the super regional preview. GVL I emily frye

he Grand Valley
State
women’s
golf team cap
tured a com
manding victory
at the NCAA East Super Re
gional Preview on Sunday.
The Lakers got out to a
comfortable lead after the
first day of the tournament.
The team’s total of 306 put it
ahead by 16 strokes.
The Lakers were able to
add onto their lead and shoot
a combined score of 614 (+32)
for the tournament, 34 strokes

hit the middle of the green$
and make a two-putt.”
Freshman Alex Amos
followed Taylor with a twoday score of 152 (+8). Amos
also carded an even par 72,
holing three birdies on the
first day of the tournament.
Amos finished just behind
Taylor for second place.
“My putting was my
strong point this weekend,”
Amos said. “I was very con
fident with my putter.”
Amos needed just 29 putts
in her first day round of 72.
Senior Gabrielle Shipley finSEE W. GOLF | A12
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41. Six
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Return to Louisville
Lakers head back to 2014 national championship course for weekend meet
BY ANDY SMITH
ASMITH@LANTHORN.COM

n Saturday, the Grand
Valley State cross coun
try team competed in the
Greater Louisville Clas
sic against a number of
top Division I opponents. The Lakers
left Louisville feeling fine and moving
down the right track as they continue
their quest for Joplin, Missouri and a
pair of national championships.
The Laker men came away with
a ninth place finish, as the GVSU
women finished in 12th place as
the Lakers raced at E.P. “Tom”
Sawyer State Park - the site of the
2014 national championship meet.
“We had a lot of good things
happen for us today, we made some
good progress and took steps in the
right direction, but we still have a
ways to go to be where we want to
be,” said GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes. “But we do feel good where
we are at this point at time as a team.
“This is a great competition for our
team to be in, it’s a really deep field
and we had a lot of kids racing deeper
in the pack than they are used to, but
hopefully being in a race like this will
help in the long run as they could be in
a similar situation at nationals.”
Freshman Gina Patterson led
the way for the Laker women in her
first college race. Patterson zoomed
past most of the field and came away
with a ninth place finish for GVSU
with her time of 17.11.17 - the fastest
womens time in school history for a
freshman on a certified 5K course.

“It was really exciting to be able
to finally put on the Laker uniform,”
Patterson said. “1 wanted to do my
best to represent the team and show
them what I can do, and it is such
a great honor to be a part of such a
great program and team.”
Senior Jessica Janecke battled
her way through the tough compe
tition and came away with a 63rd
place finish in a field of 260 with
her time of 17.49.18.
“This was a good step forward
for us as a team. It was a very deep
field. It also gives us a feel for what
it is like to be in a big meet and gets
us ready for the national champi
onships later on,” Janecke said.
Senior Jordan Chester earned a
76th place finish (17.57.87), as ju
nior Alison Work finished in 129th
place (18:19.76) and sophomore
Jenna Klynstra came away in 140th
(18:25.66). Rachel Bendewald (190th,
18:53.36), Jordan Storer (197th,
18:58.77), Amy Creutz (200th,
18:59.99) and Katelyn Cliff (228th,
19:21.03) also competed for GVSU.
Freshman Zach Panning again
posted a strong meet, leading the
GVSU men thanks to a 19th place
finish (24:25.06). Panning finished
first among GVSU runners for the
second consecutive meet, following
his seventh place finish in the season
opening Spartan Invitational. His time
is one of the best for a freshman on a
certified 8K course in Laker history.
“It was a pretty good race for us
as a unit. I am pretty excited about
my performance the last two weeks,
but the main focus is we are one big

TO THE LIMIT: GVSU senior Kyle Flores competes in the 2014 NCAA Division II National Championship at E.P. “Tom” Sawyer
State Park in Louisville. The Lakers returned to Louisville over the weekend, and had strong showings. GVL I KEVIN sielaff

unit and we want to succeed as one,”
Panning said. “It is awesome to see
this kind of competition against the
bigger schools. It teaches us how to
race and gets us ready for nationals.”
Senior Ricky Perez pulled in next
for the Lakers, earning a 49th place
finish with a time of 24:47.98. Senior

Kyle Flores finished in 24:49.32, good
for a 54th place finish. Junior Chris
May was right on Flores’ heels in 55th
place (24:50.23), as junior Brady Sei
ner pulled in 58th place (24:51.51).
Chad Cini finished in 64th, Mitch
Wilkins finished in 66th and Wuoi
Mach finished in 71st for GVSU.

Sophomore Trevor Sharnas
finished in 83rd (25:11.53), and
junior Bryce Bradley pulled in at
97th (25:20.42).
The Laker cross country teams
are back in action next weekend
in the Conference Crossover meet
in Romeoville, Illinois.

W. TENNIS

Cruise control

Lakers switch up lineups, continue to roll in three game weekend
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
BTROUTMAN@LANTHORN.COM

HIGH POINT: Sophomore Aimee Moccia takes a serve against Sagi
naw Valley State University in a win on Sept. 12. GVL | EMILY FRYE

W. GOLF
CONTINUED FROM AIO

ished tied for fourth overall. After
shooting an uncharacteristic 81 (+9) on
day one, Shipley bounced back with a
75 (+3) on the second day. This is Shi
pley's second consecutive weekend fin
ishing with a top five individual score.
Junior Danielle Crilley added to the

he Grand Valley State wom
ens tennis team looked to ex
tend its winning streak with a
double-header against Tiffin
and Davenport on Saturday,
and a match against Findlay on Sunday.
The Lakers (9-0, 8-0 GLLAC) did just
that, making short work of the week
ends opponents as they beat Tiffin 6-3,
Davenport 7-2, and Findlay 9-0.
GVSU faced Tiffin (6-3, 5-3 GLIAC)
first on Saturday at Hope Colleges in
door tennis courts. The Lakers took two
doubles matches from the Dragons, with
only the No. 1 seed pairing of Aimee
Moccia and Rachel Sumner falling, 8-5.
The Lakers wrapped things up in sin
gles play, taking four of six from the Drag
ons with only one of the wins going to a tie
breaker. The only losses came from the top
of the lineup, No. 1 seed Abby Perkins, and
the bottom, No. 6 seed Sam Schrepferman.
“Our team is really strong, all the
way from doubles to the singles one
through six,” Moccia said. “Our team
doesn’t have quitters, we all work hard
from start to finish.”
Once that match was complete,
GVSU took on Davenport (1-1) in the

mix with a score of 158 (+14), finishing
tied for eighth place for the tournament
Rounding out the scoring for
the Lakers was junior Samantha
Moss. Moss fired a 164 (+20), good
enough for a tie in 23rd place.
Many of the Lakers’ scores im
proved from their last tournament.
“Not only did those scores im
prove from last weekend, but I

second leg of the double-header.
GVSU brought the momentum from
its win into doubles play against the Pan
thers, sweeping them 3-0 in doubles. Laker
head coach John Black is impressed with
how his doubles players have progressed,
but thinks they have room to grow.
“Our doubles are playing very well,
but I feel like we can play even better. We
need to continue working on improving
and getting used to our doubles partners.
We’re a lot better than we were in the first
week of the season, but we can’t be satis
fied with where we are,” he said.
In singles, Black mixed up the
lineup due to the back-to-back match
scenario. Four Lakers who don’t usu
ally play - Madison Ballard, Katarina
Samardzija, Nicole Heiniger and Calla
Ramont - were put in the lineup, and all
four came away with wins. The match
was the first regular season action for
Samardzija, Heiniger, and Ramont.
Perkins started at her usual No. 1 spot,
but lost to Davenport’s Alyssa Fuentes,
6-2,0-6,1 -0 (10-6). Sumner started at the
No. 2 seed for the first time this season,
but lost to Puck Luttikhuis 6-3,6-2.
On Sunday, GVSU capped off a per
fect weekend with a perfect win, blank
ing Findlay 9-0. The shutout was the
first of the year for the Lakers, and the
loss dropped the winless Oilers to 0-8

think they were even better than
what they look on paper because of
the conditions we played in and the
difficulty of the course,” said GVSU
head coach Rebecca Mailloux.
The weather at Piper Glen Golf
Course in Springfield, Illinois did
not make play easy, with wind at 20
mph with temperatures in the 40s.
The Lakers were able to battle the

weather, and took full advantage of
playing teams outside of a tough
GLLAC conference. Many of the
teams in the tournament were from
the GLVC Conference, including
the University of Missouri-St. Lou
is, who finished in fifth place.
GVSU was to get revenge on
UMSL, who won last weekend’s Gildas
Club Laker Fall Invite by seven strokes.

MARKETPLACE
ANSWERS

TO

PUZZLES

overall and in conference play.
Black went with a different lineup
again to give his starters a rest after the
doubleheader. Sophomore Alexa Sweeney
started at the No. 1 seed in place of Per
kins, Moccia went to the No. 2 seed, Livia
Christman slotted in at the No. 3 seed and
Madison Ballard slid to the No. 4 seed.
Heiniger played again, this time from
the No. 6 seed, and notched another vic
tory over Findlay’s Cassie Cox 6-0,6-0.
Six of the sets on the day resulted
in shutouts, including the No. 3 seed
in doubles, as Perkins and Christman
defeated Findlay’s Kymberlyn Warner
and Cox, 8-0. After a dominant week
end, Black says his team needs to keep
their heads down and go to work.
“We’re playing real solid, we need to
keep our intensity high our focus high, and
stay healthy. We need to make sure we’re
mentally prepared for each match, give
100 percent, play smart, and work on what
we’ve been working on in practice,” he said.
The Lakers have a busy weekend com
ing up. Part of the team will head to Wis
consin on Oct. 9 and 10 to take part in
the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
Invitational. Another part of the team
will go on a GLIAC road trip to face
Walsh (3-5,3-5 GLIAC) on Saturday, and
Ashland (2-6,2-6 GLIAC) on Oct. 11.

The NCAA East Super Regional
Preview was a preview for the Super
Regional that will take place in May
2016. GVSU hopes to carry over the
success from this weekend into May.
The Lakers will look for back-toback victories at the Big Beall Clas
sic on Oct. 11 and 12. The two-day
tournament will be held at Findlay
Country Club in Findlay, Ohio.
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